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Application System Walkthrough. 

Welcome to the new Caring at Christmas Volunteer application 

system, which we hope you will find useful and easy to use.   

The process has a number of simple steps: 

1. Create and account 

2. Receive email from us confirming login details. 

3. Use login details to choose possible shifts and training sessions. 

4. Receive email confirming shifts and training you have been assigned. 

 

Creating an Account 

The first step is to create an account!  Ignore the ‘User Name’ and ‘Password’ 

for now, which you will use once you have created an account by filling in your 

personal details. 

 

1. Click ‘Create a new Account’ 

2. Read the onscreen introduction and then click the ‘Next’ button. 

3. Fill in your personal details. 
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User Name – This can be a maximum of 20 characters including letters and 

numbers. E.g. myname1 

Password – This is a maximum of 20 characters, and is case sensitive, so be 

sure to remember whether you chose a password with any capital letters in. 

Repeat Password -  Just to be sure we’ve got it, and you haven’t mistakenly 

misspelt it. 

Email address -  As confirmation of your shifts will be done via email it is vital 

that we have this. 

On the right are a series of basic 

questions, please select the answer  

from the dropdown box and give us a  

brief description in the text box. 
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These questions are continued on the next page.  The right hand side of this 

page is where you select the roles that you wish to do: 

General/Kitchen Volunteers 

On a Christmas shift the volunteers are divided up between Kitchen and 

General, each with their own supervisor and roles.  The General volunteers will 

be in the main hall with the guests and the kitchen volunteers will be in the, er, 

kitchen: 

General roles: 

         Sitting and talking with guests, playing games etc. 

         Cleaning and tidying (sweeping floors, clearing tables) 

         Laundry 

         In-house stewarding 

Kitchen roles: 

         Food preparation/cooking 

         Serving food and drinks 

         Cleaning and tidying (mopping floors, wiping counter tops) 
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Full training will be provided for volunteers at  

the Induction sessions. 

 

General Supervisors 

                Each shift is run by a lead supervisor and one or two 

supervisors.  It is their responsibility to ensure that the shifts 

run smoothly by allocating job roles to volunteers and co-

ordinating any actions that take place.  Supervisors need to be able to deal 

with pressure and multitasking. 

 

Kitchen Supervisor 

                This is a new role for 2014 and is a development from what always 

happens in our kitchen.  The Chef shall be responsible for cooking the food, 

and only that.  The running of the kitchen, the stores and its volunteers shall be 

done by the kitchen supervisor.  We hope that this will take pressure off of the 

chefs and result in a more smoothly run kitchen (and a bit tidier too). 

Kitchen Supervisor roles shall include: 

         Ensuring Hygiene/COSHH/Cleaning codes and guidelines are followed 

         Assigning, monitoring and coordinating kitchen volunteers 

         Liaising with Chefs/General Supervisors to ensure smooth service 

         Ensuring kitchen is kept functional (recycling/rubbish disposal) 

         Ensuring all supplies/stores are supplied and accessed/reported at the 

right time. 

         Briefing/Debriefing volunteers. 

         Managing the serving hatches. 

         Monitoring levels (Temp. etc.) of 

Kitchen equipment. 
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First Aiders 

        We like to have First Aiders on site for obvious reasons, 

though we also have support from St Johns Ambulance, and 

supervisors will be First Aid Trained too.  First Aid courses will 

also be offered (though on a first come, first served basis).  First 

Aiders will also help with the general shift work to help the 

teams. 

‘Would you be able to’/ ‘Your Skills’ if you have any of the skills listed, please 

let us know when and where it was obtained.  If you are available as an 

entertainer or have any special skills (hairdressing, chiropody) and would like 

to offer this help, please let us know.  Also, if you are available to help us in the 

run-up to Christmas please put Yes into these drop boxes and a member of our 

office team will contact you via email. 

‘References’ Please do not use Family members  as referees. 

 

Once you reach the end of the application process and are told ‘Application 

Complete’ you will have to wait until a member of the office team is able to 

assign you your shifts and training sessions.  Though we shall obviously aim to 

do this as quickly as possible, once the number of applications starts to 

increase there may be a delay. 

 

Once you’ve received the email select the event that you wish to attend (at 

present the only option should be Caring at Christmas 2014). 
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Visit the rota for selected event – Click here to continue to the section for 

choosing your shifts and training. 

View or Amend your details – Click here to change any of the details that you 

previously registered. 
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1. Choose your shifts -  Use the tick box matrices on this page to select 

which of the shifts you would like to do.  You can select as many as  

you wish and specify how many total shifts you have time to  

attend by using the drop box on  

the right entitled ‘Submit  

Your Selection’. 

2.  Choose your training -  This section is for you to select which training 

sessions you wish to attend.  All new volunteers MUST attend  
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an induction session, and kitchen staff must attend a 

kitchen induction session, the rest of the training is 

optional. 

Once you’ve selected which shifts and training sessions you 

would like to attend, the relevant boxes on the right hand 

side of the screen will populate, and will later show which 

shifts you have been assigned by the admin team.  Once you 

have clicked on the ‘Submit’ on the right hand side of the screen you will 

have to wait for a member of our office admin team to assign you shifts.  

Once this is done you will be sent an email confirming which shifts and 

training you have been assigned, you can also check online whenever you 

want by logging into the system. 

Confirmed shifts and training shall look like this:

 

If you have any questions please email me at 

ed.reed@caringinbristol.org.uk, and please don’t worry if the questions 

seem silly or odd. 

mailto:ed.reed@caringinbristol.org.uk

